Si17 Soundislands Festival
5 –10 April 2017
Web: http://www.soundislands.com/si17
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/303028273449500
Venue: The Arts House, 1 Old Parliament Lane, Singapore 179429

Si17 Soundislands Festival “Sound and Movement” places the search light on dance film and
mechatronics. Sound and Movement: sonic dances with voice, body, ear, eye, hand, machine, body,
floor, camera, time, body, and gravity. The concept of gesture concerns research music and
contemporary dance in equal measure. Technologies such as motion tracking and machine learning
allow a tight coupling between the physical reality of the body in motion and the abstract sensations
induced by the auditory environment. The cinematic capture of visuals, as a trace of bodies in space,
and post-produced sound, allows scripting audience expectations.
The result is dance film, an intermedia art form that explores the illusions and imaginary
representations of the synchronised movements of limbs and larynx. In its third edition, this biannual
event places the search light on dance film, local and international, thus pursuing the investigation of
how sound relates to other media and perceptual modalities. Investigating technology, Si17 also
features mechatronic performances that combine engineering and artwork with robotic dancers and
music-making machines.
The theme of Si13 was “Sound and Interactivity”; the theme of Si15 was “Sound and Multisensorial
Integration”. For Si13 on “Sound and Movement”, join artists, dancers, filmmakers, musicians,
scholars, and technologists at The Arts House, 5–10 April 2017, for performances, film screenings, a
site-specific installation, and a symposium.
Founded by PerMagnus Lindborg and co-chaired by Joyce Beetuan Koh, in partnership with
CineMovement and Good Company Arts (New Zealand), and supported by The Arts House, the Si17
Soundislands Festival proudly present artists and scholars Daniel Belton (New Zealand), Elysa
Wendi (Singapore/Hong Kong), Jeremy Chua (Singapore), Jim Murphy & Bridget Johnson (New
Zealand), Stephanie Burridge (Singapore), and Jon He (Singapore).
Opening Festival highlight is an asian première of AXIS - Anatomy of Space, a live performance of
an unique fusion of music and dance film for expanded cinema, AXIS - Anatomy of Space.
Presented by

Supported by

Co-presented by

Programme
Wednesday 5 April
• 7–8 pm Opening reception @ Blue Room (RSVP contact - AT - soundislands.com)
• 8–9 pm Performance-installation @ Gallery II (free admission)
The Si17 Soundislands Festival opens with a live performance of a unique fusion of music and dance film
for expanded cinema, AXIS - Anatomy of Space. In this version which is specially designed for The Arts
House, AXIS - Anatomy of Space is a dance art site-specific audiovisual installation. It is created by Daniel
Belton in collaboration with Joyce Beetuan Koh, PerMagnus Lindborg, Tanya Carlson, Jac Grenfell,
Donnine Harrison, and the Royal New Zealand Ballet, SYO Singers, soloists, and Good Company Arts
(New Zealand). Commissioned with support from Creative New Zealand.
Thursday 6 April
• 5-7 pm: Meet the artists! @ Blue Room (by invitation only)
Meet the artists! is a specially designed event where school students get to experience AXIS - Anatomy of
Space, peeking behind the screen to meet some of the people who created this unique multidisciplinary
artwork. With choreographer / filmmaker Daniel Belton (New Zealand), composer / sound designer
PerMagnus Lindborg (Singapore/Sweden), and composer / conductor Joyce Beetuan Koh (Singapore).
Friday 7 April
• 7–8 pm: Film screenings @ Screening Room (free admission)
The Festival film program, curated by CineMovement, features three dance films: ‘One minute breath’ by
Elysa Wendi (Hong Kong/Singapore), ‘The Forest of Copper Column’ by Russell Morton (Singapore), and
‘The Mist’ by Liao Jia Kai (Singapore). Introduction and Q&A with CineMovement.
• 8–9 pm: Mechatronics performances @ Blue Room (free admission)
Sound x movement x engineering = mechatronic art. The second part of the evening features two live
performances. Jon He (Singapore) presents ‘Serrate Study I’ on an ensemble of mechatronic scrapper
percussion and ‘g.qin’, a custom-made gestural controller. Bridget Johnson & Jim Murphy (New Zealand)
present ‘Pivotal Space’, merging new technologies with natural environments to create a spatial exploration
of mechanical, processed, and organic motion, featuring their unique mechatronic instruments ‘swivel’ and
‘speaker.motion’. Introduction and Q&A with Dr Jon He.
Saturday 8 April
• 2–6 pm: Si17 Sound and Movement Symposium and Panel (free admission)
The theme of the Si17 Symposium, Sound and Movement, is analysed, kneaded, and served up hot by
invited artists and researchers, with added spices from their own diverse backgrounds and point of view.
Papers include:
• “Dance in the age of disruption – choreographic digital responses” - Dr Stephanie Burridge;
• “Sonic moving images – how we move sounds and how sound moves us” - Dr PerMagnus
Lindborg;
• “CineMovement, a laboratory for filmmakers and choreographers” - Ms Elysa Wendi & Mr Jeremy
Chua;
• “Pivotal Space” - Dr Jim Murphy & Dr Bridget Johnson.
The papers are followed by a panel, moderated by Dr Stephanie Burridge, with Dr Joyce Beetuan Koh, Ms
Elysa Wendi, Mr Jeremy Chua, and Mr Daniel Belton, and a Q&A.
Wednesday 5 – Monday 10 April
• 10 am - 10 pm: Si13 and Si15 and… A retrospective towards the future @ Convention Room
(free admission)
We look back at previous editions – Soundislands Festival 2013 and Soundislands Festival 2015.
Glimpses from the many contributions from scholars and artists, audiences and collaborators, as evidenced
in catalogues, posters, CDs, proceedings in international journals, photos, and excerpts from concerts,
showcases, and installations.
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Saturday 8 April

AXIS - Anatomy of Space

2–6 pm: Si17 Sound and Movement Symposium and Panel
The theme of the Si17 is analysed, kneaded, and served up hot by invited artists and researchers, with added
spices from their own diverse backgrounds and point of view. Papers include:
•
•
•
•

“Dance in the age of disruption – choreographic digital responses” - Dr Stephanie Burridge;
“Sonic moving images - how we move sounds and how sound moves us” - Dr PerMagnus Lindborg;
“CineMovement, a laboratory for filmmakers and choreographers” - Ms Elysa Wendi & Mr Jeremy Chua;
“Pivotal Space” - Dr Jim Murphy & Dr Bridget Johnson.

The papers are followed by a panel, moderated by Dr Stephanie Burridge, with Dr Joyce Beetuan Koh, Ms
Elysa Wendi, Mr Jeremy Chua, and Mr Daniel Belton, and a Q&A.

Stephanie Burridge (PhD) lectures at LASALLE College of the Arts
and Singapore Management University and is the Research and
Documentation Network Co-Chair for World Dance Alliance Asia
Pacific. She was Artistic Director of Canberra Dance Theater (19782001) where she created over 40 works and was awarded the first
Fellowship at the Australian Choreographic Center.
She is a
researcher, writer and critic and the Series Editor of the
Routledge Celebrating Dance in Asia and the Pacific books amongst
others. Her choreographic and research projects have been
supported by the Australia Council, National Arts Council (Singapore)
and the Singapore International Foundation

Jeremy Chua is a Singaporean producer/writer based in Singapore and
Paris. Since graduating from Puttnam School of Film at LASALLE College
of the Arts Singapore in 2012, he has frequently collaborated with Akanga
Film Asia and is co-developing Cinema, City and Cats by Ishtiaque Zico
(Locarno Open Doors Hub 2016) and Tomorrow is a long time by Jow Zhi
Wei (Jerusalem International Film Lab 2016) with producer Fran Borgia.
Since 2014, he started his own company, Potocol, which has co-produced
A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery by Lav Diaz (Silver Bear Alfred Bauer
Prize, Berlinale Competition 2016), A Yellow Bird by K. Rajagopal (Cannes
Critics Week 2016) and Brotherhood by Pepe Diokno (Karlovy Vary IFF
2016). In 2015, Jeremy co-founded the artist platform Cinemovement with
Elysa Wendi to develop dance films. He is currently developing You are
there by Nicole Woodford (SEAFIC 2017) and Family Event by Ying Liang.
In 2017, he was selected as one of Berlinale Talents and came runner-up
for the VFF Talent Highlight Award.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Wednesday 5 – Monday 10 April
• Every day, 10 am - 10 pm Site-specific installation @ Gallery II (free admission)
• Wednesday 5 April, 8 pm: AXIS performance, with singers
AXIS - Anatomy of Space is a dance art site-specific audiovisual installation (Asian premiere of the
installation version). The site-specific installation in Singapore features kinematic sculptures by Jim Murphy.
idea |
Premiered on 23 March 2017 in Otago Planetarium, New Zealand, AXIS – Anatomy of Space is a
collaboration between Good Company Arts and renowned artists Joyce Beetuan Koh, PerMagnus Lindborg,
Tanya Carlson, Jac Grenfell, Donnine Harrison and artists of the Royal New Zealand Ballet with Daniel
Belton.
We are each made up of photons. Photons are particles of light. Light is inspiration. Every space has an
‘anatomy’. The visualisation of sound for AXIS arrives through a music notation system synchronised to the
generation of pure light - expanded points and lines. This virtual acoustic architecture creates a dialogue with
the dancing figure - illuminating song cycles in a cosmic choreography of light. Optical devices, along with
mapping and sound technologies alter how the human body is perceived in space and in time. Sequenced
code renders breathing geometry that is traversed by the dancer in motion during this 35 minute digital
transmission. The dancers are conductors travelling through a space tensioned with the happening of
projected light.
We are story-telling beings as much as we are electrical beings. AXIS opens thresholds of dimension and
leads us to more possibilities for reading space. Through the eye of the camera we expose the interior
essence of movement, and investigate how gravity can affect a choreographic relationship to line. AXIS
creates a new search with the human figure in space - as projected film and processed sound performance
combine. Nothing is in stasis.
process |
Physics defines everything in existence as either matter or energy - matter being the tangible part that we can
see, hear, touch, smell and taste - energy being the intangible phenomenon that moves matter. Matter is
made up of fields of electromagnetic energy, vibrating at innumerable different frequencies. Einstein said that
matter can be changed into energy and vice versa. In essence they are the same thing in a different form.
The process of shifting energy to matter, and matter to energy is expressed in AXIS.
Human beings are standing wave patterns of energy - we are complex harmonics. Our bodies are solid, but
from another frequency, we might look like filaments of light transmitting as energy fields. Ultimately our
physical bodies are the products of wave actions. In this new work, AXIS - anatomy of space, the dancer
signals expanding consciousness. Polarities of dark and light, of contraction andexpansion; the ways light
affects us, and the way we engage the edges of light, create liminal zones at the edge of understanding and
knowing. We are on the edge of shadow when we engage in the geometry of light. Reflections and
refractions occur in response to the pulse of human presence.
Good Company Arts
“The eternal stars shine out as soon as it is dark enough” – Thomas Carlyle
“People are by nature phototropic — they move toward light” – Christopher Alexander

	
  
	
  
	
  

Pivotal Space is a collaborative work by Jim
Murphy and Bridget Johnson that merges new
technologies with natural environments to create
a spatial exploration of mechanical, processed,
and organic motion. The piece includes live
performance with new mechatronic instruments:
Murphy's Swivel and Johnson's speaker.motion

Daniel Belton (New Zealand) originates from a visual arts and contemporary dance background. He is a scholarship
graduate of the New Zealand School of Dance. Daniel performed extensively in New Zealand and Europe during the
1990’s including with Douglas Wright Dance Company, Kim Brandstrup and Arc Dance Company, Irek Mukhamedov,
Lindsay Kemp Company, Compania Vicente Saez, Aletta Collins Dance Company, Tanz Company Gervasi, Royal
Opera Covent Garden, and Glyndebourne. Daniel has established an international reputation for his choreography
and film. His visionary projects for dance, theatre, opera, cinema, galleries, building facades and digital spaces have
made selection to many international arts festivals - receiving finalist nominations and awards. Daniel has directed
over 30 projects with Donnine Harrison since the foundation of their company, Good Company Arts. As an
independent artist he has been commissioned by the Royal New Zealand Ballet, Black Grace Dance Company, New
Zealand School of Dance, Body Festival, Filmaka USA, Channel4 UKTV, Dance Films Association New York, Genius
Loci Weimar Video Mapping Festival, Zentrum Paul Klee, CINEDANS, Museo de Arte Moderno de Buenos Aires,
Attakkalari India Biennial, the Oceanic Performance Biennial, and Aarhus Festival Denmark among
others. Continuing to work as a choreographer, performer and pedagogue, Daniel began photographing and editing
dance for film from 1997. In 2003 he was awarded New Zealand Arts Council’s first Choreographic Research
Residency at Otago University. He was appointed Media Artist in Residence at Massey University in 2008 to
continue this research, and in 2010 won the Creative New Zealand Choreographic Fellowship. Invitations for Daniel
to teach and present his work have seen him attend and participate in the Prague Quadrennial, Festival Internacional
de la Imagen, Bibliothèque et Archives Nationales du Québec, Bauhaus University, Ryerson University, Leeds
Metropolitan University, Codarts, xm:lab and NOW DanceSaar Festival, Romaeuropa Festival, Millennium Performing
Arts London and the World Stage Design Festival. In 2015 Daniel was awarded an Arts Foundation New Zealand
Laureate. https://vimeo.com/dbel

COMPANY BIO: Daniel Belton and Good Company: Good Company Arts was
founded in 1997. The company produces dance theatre works and creates
films featuring choreography with fine arts. Project based and working from
Dunedin, New Zealand - the award winning group has an international
reputation for their unique multi-disciplinary approach involving commissions
of visual art, couture, design, new music, animation, video mapping and film.
Recognised artists and specialist technologists work collaboratively with
artistic director Daniel Belton and producer Donnine Harrison. As cinema,
installation and live performance the work has been celebrated by audiences
in New Zealand, the Pacific, the Americas, Britain, Europe zqand Asia.
www.goodcompanyarts.com

Bridget Johnson is a Senior Lecturer and the Major Coordinator
of Music Technology at Massey University School of Music and
Creative Media Production. Her research focuses on the
musicians aesthetic engagement with space in its many forms. As
a sound artist and composer her work crosses many platforms
and mediums. Her main focus is designing new intuitive
interfaces for musical expression, and this often manifests in the
design of custom-built music performance hardware and
software. Her teaching interests lie in developing ways to teach
engineering techniques to artists, to further their artistic pursuits.
Bridget's studies at NZSM have seen her recognised as a
significant contributor to the fields of electroacoustic composition
and live electronics by means of: Victoria Doctoral Scholarship
Recipient Joint winner or the 2010 Composition Competition (w
Jason Erskine) for yamoto-damashii / gendruwo, Bridget and
Jason were also awarded Prizes for Excellence in Performance . The same piece was also awarded first
place in the Australasian Computer Music Conference Young Composers Competition in 2011 Ross Harris
Award for Live Electronic Music 2010.
Jim Murphy is an artist and researcher working at the
boundary between mechatronics, luthiery, and installationoriented sculpture. Jim received a PhD for his interdisciplinary
studies at Victoria University of Wellington's New Zealand
School of Music and School of Engineering and Computer
Science. His doctoral work focused on the creation and
evaluation of an array of mechatronic instruments endowed
with greater degrees of freedom (and musically expressive
affordances) than is typical of many mechatronic instruments.
Jim has taught at the New Zealand School of Music as a
visiting lecturer, teaching computer programming, embedded
systems design, and interactive art topics to first-year through fourth-year undergraduates. Concurrently with
his teaching role at the New Zealand School of Music, Jim teaches as a guest lecturer at Victoria University of
Wellington's School of Engineering and Computer Science, participating in the school's Sonic Engineering
Lab for Creative Technology and teaching data acquisition and embedded systems design. Jim is interested
in creating and teaching the interdisciplinary practice of music technology, drawing from engineering and
music-related bodies of knowledge to further the state of the art.
Artistically, Jim continues to create kinetic sound sculptures (a selection of his works may be viewed in the
Portfolio section of this site). His recent works focus on the act of obtaining unexpected sounds from objects
through the use of mechatronic actuation and excitation. In2015, Jim founded new media project Technical
Earth with artist Mo H. Zareei.

Friday 7 April
8–9 pm: Mechatronics performances @ Blue Room

!

PerMagnus Lindborg (Sweden/Singapore)
is a composer, sound artist and researcher.
He is assistant professor at School of Art,
Design and Media, Singapore since 2007,
and a member of the composer societies in
Norway (since 1995) and in Singapore.
PerMagnus’ creative work has been
released on ECM Records, Daphne
Records, and Ash International. Awards
include a First Prize at Stavanger Symphony
Orchestra Competition 2002 for “Khreia”, the
Audience Prize at Forum-Montreal 1996, as
well as commissions from Centre Pompidou
2002 and the Norwegian Cultural Ministry
2012. He was a featured composer at
WOCMAT 2012 in Taiwan, and as member
of ‘freq-out’ collective, has made sound
installations at Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, Stockholm Museum of Modern Art, and Niemeyer’s French
Communist Party headquarters.

Serrate Study I is an electroacoustic work that features a human performer and serraE, an ensemble of
mechatronic scrapper percussion. Their interaction is mediated by g.qin, a custom hand gestural controller. The piece
explores the amalgamation of ancient and modern sonic territories, to create imagery by the choreography of sound
and movement across time and space, as well as between mediums. The ensemble of mechatronic scrappers is
developed by re-visioning the Yu ( ). This is an ancient Chinese scrapper percussion used to indicate time in
Confucian court ritual music, via the musical gestalt of striking the body of the percussion 3 times and scrapping
across 27 serrates using a brush mallet. This work marks the preliminary research of the mechanization of historical
musical devices and their application in new electroacoustic works.

Jon He is an experimental sound and integrated media artist, researcher
and educator. He works within a hybridized culture of art and technology,
exploring the frontiers of contemporary sonic and visual arts practices via
new and emerging technologies. His works have been published at major
international academic conferences/ journals and performed at
specialized events and venues. Currently, Jon is a postdoctoral teaching
fellow in Sonic Arts with the Humanities division at Yale-NUS College. He
recently completed his Ph.D at Victoria University of Wellington. His
research presents new tools and methodologies that enable new
approaches to guqin music analysis, its documentation, and musical
interaction mod alities with new technologies.
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PerMagnus’ research focuses on psychoacoustics, spatial sound, interactive performance, and perception.
Awarded Doctor of Technology for his research in “Sound perception and design in multimodal environments”
by KTH Royal Institute of Technology (Sweden), his notable publications include IRCAM-Delatour - a chapter
by Lindborg in the OM Composer’s Book 2008; peer-reviewed articles have been published in Applied
Acoustics, LNCS-Springer Verlag, eContact, and NASS, and in proceedings of SMC, ICMC, ICME, ICMPC
and ICAD. He has led eight research grants while at NTU, including two AcRF Tier 1. Since January 2014,
Lindborg serves as Music Coordinator on the Board of the International Computer Music Association.

Joyce Beetuan Koh (Singapore) writes concert music, works
in dance collaborations, and creates sound installations and
multimedia production.
Two piano works, la pierre magenta and Piano Peals are
published by the Associated Board Royal Schools of Music
(UK). Her music is featured at international festival notably at
Biennale Musiques France, Birmingham Frontiers Festival
and performed by Nieuw Ensemble, Song Company Reconsil
Ensemble BBC Symphony Orchestra, Hungarian Symphony
Orchestra, and Stavanger Symphony Orchestra.

Highlights of her multimedia collaborations include Fire
Monkey (site-specific dance, 2016, Arts Fission Company at Mapping Melbourne Festival), Away We
Go (theatre of music, 2015, Étienne Turpin at NTU Centre of Contemporary Arts), On the String (multimedia,
2010, Lindborg, Khiew at Singapore Arts Festival), The Canopy (sound installation, 2013, Lindborg, Yong at
2013 World Stage Design, UK) and Hearing Lines (audiovisual, 2013 International Computer Music
Conference, Australia).
Joyce holds a Ph.D in Composition (York, UK) and Postgraduate Diploma in Music Computing (IRCAM,
Paris). After 20 years in Europe, she joins as Vice Dean (Interdisciplinary Studies) at the Nanyang Academy
of Fine Arts, Singapore.

Friday 7 April
7–8 pm: Film screenings @ Screening Room
The Festival film program, curated by CineMovement, features three dance films: ‘One minute breath’ by Elysa
Wendi (Hong Kong/Singapore), ‘The Forest of Copper Column by Russell Morton (Singapore), and ‘The Mist’ by Liao
Jia Kai (Singapore). Introduction and Q&A with CineMovement.
Forest of Copper Columns by Russell Morton, 14'35 Singapore
Rated (NC16)

The Mist by Liao Jiekai, 12'20, Singapore/Vietnam
Rated (PG)
Synopsis
Two women recollect the sounds and images from places in their collective memories in an evocative danceinspired film.

Synopsis
In the forest of copper columns, a man performs a ritual of cleansing.
Russell Adam Morton (b. 1982, Singapore) is an artist and filmmaker.
He is a graduate from The Puttnam School of Film, Lasalle College of the
Arts (2010) and obtained an MA in Fine Arts from Camberwell College of
the Arts, UAL (2012). His films have been part of the Athens Video Art
Festival 2012 and participated in several group shows in London. His
film, The Silent Dialogue of All Artworks was screened at the National
Museum of Singapore’s 10th Singapore Short Cuts, The Substation’s 4th
Experimental Film Forum and the Thai Short Film & Video Festival 2014.
The film later went on to win Best Experimental Film at the 5th Singapore
Short Film Awards. Forest of Copper Columns has won the Cinematic
Achievement Award at the Thessaloniki Short Film Festival 2016 and has been selected at several festivals in 2016
including the Thai Short Film & Video Festival, Jogja Netpac Asian Film Festival and Cine Pobre Film Festival.
Bani Haykal (b. 1985, Singapore) is a sound artist experimenting with text + music. His work stretches across
several disciplines including installation, poetry and theatre. He is a member of b-quartet, OFFCUFF and soundpainting ensemble Erik Satay & the Kampong Arkestra. Haykal has collaborated, exhibited, performed and toured
internationally. He is currently an associate artist with The Necessary Stage.

One Minute of Breath by Elysa Wendi, 12'15, Hong Kong
Rated (PG)
Synopsis
A dreamlike and contemplative journey as the protagonist holds a minute of breath under the water before letting go.

Pre-occupied with the abstraction of memory from place, time and
biographical traces, Elysa Wendi explores her works in film and
performative-act / installation. In 2008, Wendi ended her chapter of
choreographic journey with ARTS FISSION as Assistant Artistic Director with
4 full-length dance works and many collaborative dance projects with the
company locally and internationally. Wendi continues her choreographic
considerations with cinematic presence since 2009. Her dance films were
screened in Hong Kong, Macau, Guangzhou and Beijing under Jumping
Frame Video Dance Festival, Singapore Short Film Festival, Romania Digital
Art Festival and Pool-Dock-11 Berlin, International Video Dance Festival of
Burgundy and Turkey International Dance Film Festival. In 2013, Wendi
received a mentorship grant from National Arts Council to study with Chinese
filmmaker Ying Liang (2013-2015) and co-founded CineMovement, a
platform to promote dance film laboratory together with film producer Jeremy Chua in 2015.
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Liao Jiekai is a filmmaker, artist and educator
based in Singapore. In 2009, he co-founded film
collective 13 Little Pictures with like-minded friends
and made his debut feature film “Red Dragonflies”
the following year, which won the Special Jury
Prize at the Jeonju International Film Festival. In
2012, Jiekai was conferred the Young Artist Award
by the National Arts Council of Singapore. In 2013,
his 16mm film installation “Brother’s Quarters”
received the Credit Suisse Artist Commissioning
Award at the President’s Young Talent Exhibition.
In 2016, his short dance film “The Mist”, produced
as part of the dance film collective Cinemovement,
won the best director prize at the Singapore
International Film Festival Silver Screen Awards.!

CineMovement is co-founded by Dance Artist Elysa Wendi and Film
Producer Jeremy Chua, Cinemovement is initiated to be an artist-run
platform for filmmakers and choreographers to explore the notion of
contemporary dance film in a laboratory, residency and cultural exchange
setting. Cinemovement aims to create an open platform whereby filmmakers
and dance artists are able to collaborate freely and expand on their
appreciation and understanding of other artistic practices outside of their
routine. Through interdisciplinary exchanges, the intention is for artists to be
able to experiment with new forms, expressions and aesthetics and
communicate with new audiences. In 2015, Cinemovement organises two
lab sessions for a group of 12 artists (6 trained in dance, 6 trained in film) to encounter each other's practice
and collaborate. The intended outcome is for contemporary dance and film artists in Singapore to experiment,
innovate and re-invent the "grey area" of dance film in a Singaporean scene and context. Encouragingly 2
films received promising awards in 2015, Smiling Tiger directed by choreographer Aaron Khek received a
commission prize from Jumping Frame Video Dance Festival Hong Kong 2016 and The Mist directed by
filmmaker Liao Jiekai received The Best Director Award in Singapore International Film Festival 2016.
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